Good Shepherd Christian Academy
Dress Code - Kindergarten Prep - 5th Grade Effective January 2021
ALL
Formal Uniform Attire: Navy polo shirts with khaki bottoms. Required on Chapel days and field trips (unless
otherwise noted on permission slip).
Pants: Navy, khaki, and black solid color. Uniform-type style, cotton dress twill. (No cargo pants, extra baggy
pockets, extra zippers or decoration; no denim).
Shirts: Polo style, oxford style, turtleneck style - solid colors only. No sleeveless shirts. Decorations on shirts may
only be GSCA school logo. Turtleneck/long sleeve crew neck shirts (solid color only) may be worn under polo shirts
and sweatshirts. Shirts must be tucked in.
Sweaters: Sweaters may be crew neck, v-neck, sweater vests, or cardigans (no hoods). Solid colors.
Sweatshirts: Crew neck only (no hoods). Decorations may only be small GSCA school logo on left chest. Solid colors.
Shorts: Navy, khaki, and black solid color
Shoes: Tennis shoes or uniform type shoes suitable for recess are acceptable for everyday wear. Casual boots (no
snow boots or heels) may also be worn. Gym shoes must be worn or brought to change into during activities requiring
the use of the gym. For safety reasons, sandals without back straps, flip flops and high heels are prohibited.
Jewelry:  Boys will refrain from wearing earring(s). Dangling or hoop earrings for girls are not permitted. No jewelry
with offensive symbols permitted. Tattoos of any kind are not permitted.
Hair: Haircuts must be in good taste without extreme or unusual styles that attract attention unless it’s a designated
dress up day.

GIRLS (Skirts, skorts, capris, jumpers and dresses are for girls only.)
Shorts/skorts: Navy, khaki, and black solid color
Skirts: Uniform-type style, cotton dress twill; can be pleated; no shorter than 2 inches above the knee when holding
arms at side (no denim, cargo style, extra baggy pockets, extra zippers or decorations).
Capri Pants: Navy, khaki, and black solid color -Uniform type style, cotton dress-twill (no denim, cargo style, extra
baggy pockets, extra zippers or decoration).
Jumpers/Dresses: Navy, khaki, and black solid color; may be pleated. No shorter than 2 inches above the knee (no
denim). -Sleeve length short, mid, or long (no sleeveless).
Tights/Hose/Leggings: Solid colors only - may only be worn under skirts, jumpers, or dresses.

Any questionable item will be left to the discretion of the Administrator. Clothing must not fit too tight. Pants should
sit at or above the waist. One day per week is designated as Spirit Wear day - students may wear a GSCA shirt
(including GSCA hoodies) with uniform pants. Choice of Dress (out of uniform) days are on a designated day each
month for $1. Monies collected go to the PTO. These rules are subject to adjustments by the GSCA School Board as
the year progresses.

